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K I D ’S W O R L D
The interior design and architecture realm is completely full of
undecipherable riddles. It is an ever-growing industry that flourishes and
prospers with the brilliant minds of our favourite designers. Now the kids’
universe is a wee bit trickier. The solutions that might seem appropriate
to a grown-up’s space are completely inappropriate for kids. As a design
brand that focus solely in kids’ universe, we understand how hard it could
be to find the proper inspiration, pieces and even designers to produce
the children’s spaces we’ve always dreamed for our little ones. Hence this
Ebook. With this ebook, we hope not only to inspire you on the quest of
designing your kids’ space, but also to introduce you to some brilliant
designers and architects that are taking the industry by storm with their
marvelous work. From ArkA Design with their major educational projects
to Naomi Alon’s Little Crown interiors and her cheeky nursery rooms, we
picked out 20 incredible designers and practices that more than creating
bedrooms, they create blank pages where kids can write their own fairy
tales. The spaces these designers create transpire fantasy and carries
children to a place that only them can see. A child’s imagination is of key
importance in these projects and, as you’ll understand throughout this
ebook, these designers know it too well.
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TUR KE Y

3MOMS
“With over six hundred and plus projects under their belt, 3Moms expertise
and panache keep growing every day and that’s why they are some of the best
interior designers for kids worldwide.”

Founded by Alara Kocibey, Tuvana Buyukcinar Demir and
Emine Kutuk, the incredible design studio 3Moms started
their journey for creating childhood fantasy lands and dreams
almost half a decade ago. From custom made to teenage rooms,
from mix and match accessories to retail themed children’s
rooms, they now have selling points in two continents with a
variety of international customers.
With over six hundred and plus projects under their belt,
3Moms expertise and panache keep growing every day and
that’s why they are some of the best interior designers for kids
worldwide. Based in Istanbul, Turkey, but with an office in the
Middle East in Dubai, 3Moms are ready to conquer the world
with their unique style.
Kocibey, Buyukcinar Demir and Kutuk all come from different
professional backgrounds, which finds translation in the
diverse operations method of 3 MOMS. But they all are
Inspired by the common goal of creating fairytales for their
most precious children, and that’s why they embarked on their
journey of bringing fantasies into real life or rather turning real
lives into fantasies.
As the saying goes “most inventions are born from necessity”,
and these mothers were struggling to have THE PERFECT
rooms for their newborns. That’s why they combined their
skills and founded 3Moms so they can build the perfect
interiors for kids all around the world. That’s their design
missing and they will continue to pursue it!

Credits by 3Moms
Website: https://3moms.com.tr/
Address: Resitpasa Mah. Emirgan Sok. No:12, Sariyer/Istanbul , Turkey
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MO LDOVA

AB+ PARTNERS
“The design services the studio provides come to meet customer demands at
the highest level and the quality of the works presented is assured by a big team
of professionals.”

The Architecture and Design Office AB + Partners was
founded by architect Alexandrin Buraga in 2015. Since then,
AB + Partner grew as a design studio and has produced some
stunning projects that are now well known worldwide.
The design services the studio provides come to meet
customer demands at the highest level and the quality of the
works presented is assured by a big team of professionals.
The Moldova and Romania’s based practice works on a wide
range of projects, providing a vast bouquet of services that
complement one another. An advanced design concept is one
that does not interfere with your daily activities.
AB + Partners team offers any client the opportunity to
develop a design concept according to their work environment
or home, and that’s why amongst their top projects we can
find some incredible kids bedroom projects. The objective is to
offer their customers a quality design inspired by the lifestyle,
culture, visions and daily activities of their customers. In this
sense, AB + Partner strives to find a balance between structure,
economy and aesthetics that are unique to each client.

Credits by AB+ Partners
Website: https://abandpartners.net/
Address :Alexandru Bernardazzi, 97, Chisinau, Moldova
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B R AZ I L

ANDREA BENTO
“When creating magical environments for successful entrepreneurs who enjoy
life in comfort, Andrea Bento always tries to incorporate her unique signature
style which consists on an eclectic vision that creates a thrill as if they could be
timeless as a unique poetry work.” – Andrea Bento

Besides creating bespoke interior design projects for the
different parts of the house, the renowned interior designer
is known as the “little princesses”, kids, architect/decorator
specialist from São Paulo. Inspired by the magical world of
children’s imagination, Andrea Bento always incorporate
bright color tones and creative concepts in her magical
design projects that take you back to your childhood dreams!
Her work is recognized for being a careful, dedicated and
meticulous, thanks to her friendly and respectful partnership
with each client.
Her unique aesthetics experiences are moved by bold and
cheerful color tones that represent the clients’ needs and
dreams. Filled with joy and amazing combinations, Bento
always tries to incorporate some unique details into her interior
design projects. For example, in her magical bedroom designs
for the little ones, the interior designer always introduces
standout furniture designs, like big dreamy castles and towers.
Her main goal is to create a unique environment where you are
allowed to dream!
From princess like bedroom decor to nautical themed bedroom
projects, her inspiring creations are based on the dreams of the
little ones! “I love the possibility of creating a different space
for each project; the involvement with the universe of each
family leads to surprising results. Andrea Bento is an exemplary
professional with great business treatment, very sympathetic
and helpful, always looking after the client’s needs. When
creating magical environments for successful entrepreneurs
who enjoy life in comfort, Andrea Bento always tries to
incorporate her unique signature style which consists on an
eclectic vision that creates a thrill as if they could be timeless
as a unique poetry work. “Create unique environments, which
surprise, feel the emotion of each family in the delivery of a
project. I eat of feeling the happiness in their eyes”.
The interior designer often creates unique pieces to customize
all of her magical interior design projects, as you can see
through her impressive master artworks published in multiple
sites and social networks. She believes that “good works, being
original always stand out, and bring us returns”.

Credits by Andrea Bento
Address - Not Provided
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RUS S I A

ANGELIKA PRUDNIKOVA
“Studio of Elite Interiors by Angelika Prudnikova provides a full range of
services for architectural design and interior design: from the development
of a design project to high-quality repair of apartments, houses and public
buildings.”

Angelika Prudnikova is the mastermind behind the incredible
Studio Of Elite Interiors. The brand exists for more than 15
years and it has become a beacon for interior design solutions in
inspirations in Russia and all over the world. Angelika Creates
unique designs that strike as beautiful, luxurious and exuberant.
Art Deco and Neoclassicism are the studio’s preferred styles,
but Angelika and her team are not afraid of delving into
something more minimal and high-tech. Craftsmanship plays
an uber-important role in the studio’s work and it’s one of
Angelika’s and her team’s signature
Each new year, the studio creates over 100 all-new projects and
designs that include apartments owned by celebrities, such as
the star duo of Vladimir Presnyakov and Natalia Podolskaya
together with the design master Roberto Cavalli.
The kids’ spaces created by this incredible design practice prime
with their luxurious vibe mixed with a certain je ne sais quoi
straight out of a fairy tale. Modernism is always present, and the
mix and match of styles allow kids to not only feel an immense
sense of comfort but also to take on their own adventures.
All in all, Studio of Elite Interiors by Angelika Prudnikova
provides a full range of services for architectural design and
interior design: from the development of a design project to
high-quality repair of apartments, houses and public buildings.

Credits by Angelika Prudnikova
Website - https://angelika-prudnikova.design/
Address - St.Nikolskaya, 10, Moscow, Russia
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RUS S I A

ANNA DONSKOVA
DESIGN STUDIO
“Fantasy and functionality walk side by side in every Donskova’s signature
project. They not only create projects which are age-appropriate, but they also
insert a certain je ne sais quois that allows children’s imagination to run freely. ”

Anna Donskova is a top interior designer that is just another
example of design excellence in Russia. She is the leader and
owner of the famous Anna Donskova Design Studio, a famous
Russian Design Studio that creates some amazing designs
across Russia and offers a wide array of services to fully provide
the project you need. Some of her creations are dreamy kids’
bedrooms and play spaces, some that can truly inspire yours
.
The complexity embedded within Anna Donskova Design
Studio’s just shows off the immense talented that lies inside
the practice. Fantasy and functionality walk side by side in
every Donskova’s signature project. They not only create
projects which are age-appropriate, but they also insert a
certain je ne sais quois that allows children’s imagination to
run freely. The designs they create are timeless, and much like
Peter Pan, they never grow old (fashioned).
For grown-up projects but also for kids’ spaces, Anna
Donskova Design Studio can be the design answer you are
looking for if you need to mix up luxury and quality with
some amazing creativity.

Credits by Anna Donskova Design Studio
Address - BC “Krasnogorsk Plaza”, Ilyinskoye Shosse, Building 1A, 9th Floor, Office No. 17,
Moscow, Russia
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RUS S I A

ARCHBUTIK
“The thoughtful interior design created by the imagination of an experienced
designer gives comfort and cosiness, creates a business atmosphere,
predisposes to rest with friends and relatives. ”

Archbutik is a multi-talented design firm from Moscow,
Russia. They tackle several branches of the design industry,
from architecture to Interior design and decoration. The studio
takes on a creative contemporary approach on the projects
and treats every single one of them with the uniqueness they
deserve. When it comes to children’s spaces, the designers let
their imagination flow and they create stylish yet whimsical
settings for the little ones.
Faceless decoration of a residential or commercial space can
damage the quality of life and business. The thoughtful
interior design created by the imagination of an experienced
designer gives comfort and cosiness, creates a business
atmosphere, predisposes to rest with friends and relatives.
Archbutik Studio of Modern Architecture and Design offers
comprehensive services for the design, construction and
decoration of buildings and premises. Dozens of implemented
projects, their originality, attention to every little thing.
Everyone who comes to Archbutik for design projects becomes
their friends. The only way to do the most important thing
in interior design is to understand who will live or work in
it.They are distinguished by extensive experience working
with different rooms. When developing a project, they take
into account goals, budget, and technical capabilities. They
delve into all the details. Any design studio project is developed
in collaboration with the client. Any design element designed
by specialists meets the wishes of the customer.

Credits by Archbutik
Website - http://archbutik.ru/
Address - St. 1905, 10A, s1, Moscow, Russia
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CH I N A

GOLLUCI ARCHITECTS
“Their highly motivated and qualified designers fully recognize the importance
of professional acumen. Each project is conceptualized and developed by
their experienced design team.”

Established in 2004, Golucci Interior Architects is an amazing
company that provides professional solutions to all kinds of
food spaces such as restaurants, bars, and coffees. Born in
Taiwan, Lee Hsuheng is the founder and creative mind behind
Golucci Interior Architects. Although his signature is always
in constant evolution, his style is pure and simple but bold
and provocative. It’s by confronting heritage and cutting-edge
innovations, combining Eastern cultural heritage with western
cultural influence that Golucci Interior Architects provide
unique and special projects.
Golucci Interior Architects brings spaces to life for some of the
world’s most iconic hospitality brands and global developers.
Over the years, their biggest projects have included a wide range
of clubhouses, hotels, bars and restaurants. Their approach to
management ensures a high-quality end product and the studio
expresses the essence of creative ideas to the best benefits of the
clients. Prove of that is the Vitaland restaurant, the answer to
the prayers of many Chinese parents.

Credits by Golluci Architects
Website - http://www.golucci.com/
Address - Kunsha Center, 16 Xinyuanli, Chaoyang Beijing, China
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UKR AI N E

HOMECULT
“In the pursuit of new trends, many designers forget about the main thing comfort and coziness, but not Homecult.”

Homecult is an interior design studio based in Kyiv whose
design concept circles around practicality and functionality.
Paired with a unique style that mixes modern and
contemporary and luxury with comfort. The design team
works around the clock to provide clients with an incredible
setup paired with their signature simplicity. The kids’ spaces
they create allows the children to grow with the spaces,
rather than just creating age-appropriate designs without
ever neglecting the fantasy side of it.
In the pursuit of new trends, many designers forget about the
main thing - comfort and coziness, but not Homecult. Along
with the practicality and functionality of interior design, the
studio will add even more heat. Now you can not only live in
a beautiful house, you really want to cook, clean, invite guests,
and even work.

Credits by Homecult
Website - https://homecult.com.ua/
Address - Dzhona Makkeina St, 7, 02000 Kyiv, Ukraine
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JAPAN

KIDS DESIGN LABO
“Children feel and learn what designs and sensitivity are, and without a
shadow of a doubt, they will acquire senses to know more about surrounding
objects. That’s why Kids Design Labo feel extremely gratified with every
project they are involved in.”

Founded in Japan in 2016, KIDS DESIGN LABO is an
amazing company that provides furniture, clothing and all
kinds of stuff for children. Their mission is to put kids in an
environment with good designs. Every project they do from
kids institutes to nursery schools, from elementary to high
schools is always focused on the viewpoint of children and
for the sake of children.
KIDS DESIGN LABO has a significant role in every project
they are involved in because designing furniture or clothes for
kids requires a special attention. For that reason, they count
with a creative team of experts that treat every single project
with particular care and premium quality.
According to KIDS DESIGN LABO, children feel and learn
what designs and sensitivity are, and without a shadow
of a doubt, they will acquire senses to know more about
surrounding objects. That’s why they feel extremely gratified
with every project they are involved in.

Credits by :Kids Design Labo
Website - https://kidsdesignlabo.com/
Address - 2343 Iiyama, Atsugi city, Kanagawa, Japan
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AUS TR ALI A

LIBERTY INTERIORS
“Children’s spaces are fast becoming a creative extension to the family home
and Liberty Interiors; the vibrant and accomplished Melbourne based interior
decorators are tapping into this new found obsession with all things beautiful
and are doing so with plenty of punch.”

Established in Melbourne by Nicole Rosenberg, Liberty
Interiors provides high-end and bespoke professional interior
design services for children’s space. The passion for decorating
kids’ bedrooms began when Nicole had her own children and
start to decorate their bedrooms and then the rooms of friends
and family. She knew that was perhaps a business in this niche
service when encouraged by how much friends loved her work
and how she loved designing beautiful kids’ bedrooms. Since
then, she has become Australia’s most prominent figure in the
kids’ spaces design scene.
Nicole is known for being a warm and vivacious interior
designer who is passionate about producing calm and happy
yet fun spaces that reflects child’s individuality and desires.
She believes that the bedroom is where the child starts to
grow and develop its personality, and proper design is of the
utmost importance.
As days go by, parents are giving up on cheap, easy to assemble
furniture and are starting to invest in something more everlasting,
with good quality and design. And being a mom of three children,
Nicole knows exactly what parents are looking for: gorgeous, but
most important, practical spaces for their kids.

Credits by Liberty Interiors
Website - http://libertyinteriors.com.au/
Address - Not Provided
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US A

LITTLE CROWN INTERIORS
“The projects Little Crown Interiors and, of course, Naomi work on are entirely
nurseries and child spaces. Their naturally imbedded colourful and whimsical
concepts are what made Naomi focus on this incredible tricky branch.”

Interior design is filled with riddles and challenges to overcome.
They say a bolt of lightning never strikes twice on the same
spot, and we can surely adapt that metaphor to this industry.
Every project’s different from the previous one. Now let’s take
that to a whole new level, which is designing kids’ spaces. In
order for us to better understand the challenges of an interior
designer who specializes in making the little ones feeling
special, we spoke with Naomi Alon, founder and designer of
Little Crown Interiors. Naomi’s creative modern bohemian
interiors allow children to pursue their most creative thoughts
while maintaining a stylish and calm environment.
Naomi has always been an avid art enthusiast, which made
her enroll in a studio art degree in college. From there, her
passion for interior design flourished thus the designer loves
the idea of matching from with function. Her sensitivity to
her surroundings encouraged her to design and re-imagine
the space around her. As far as Naomi remembers, design was
always her number one priority, professionally speaking of
course. The designer even used to make small vignettes in her
bedroom and decorate them with art. It was something that
was inlaid in the bedrock of her being, and once school was
over, the excitement of it becoming a reality was unmeasurable.
The projects Little Crown Interiors and, of course, Naomi
work on are entirely nurseries and child spaces. Their naturally
imbedded colourful and whimsical concepts are what made
Naomi focus on this incredible tricky branch. Add that to be
working with people on probably the most important part
of their life, pregnancy, and you got yourself an incredible
cocktail of satisfaction and fulfilment. Little Crown Interiors
work on everything ranging from nurseries to teen spaces, but
Naomi’s favourite type of projects are indeed nurseries. It’s a
white canvas where she can paint the future parents’ picture.
It’s the idea of guiding soon-to-be parents to what they have
always wanted for their child that drives Naomi in her work.
Little Crown Interiors’ signature style lies upon what Naomi
calls Modern Bohemian, even though her works swerves from
style to style in each and every project. The common ground

Credits by Naomi Alon/ Little Crown Interiors
Website - https://littlecrowninteriors.com/
Address - Not Provided
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between them all is her inclination
towards light and bright and soft colours,
splashed with the enough amount of
glamour. Naomi’s work is incredibly
conditioned by safety measures that
can’t just be looked the other way. It is
hard for the designer to tell the soon-to-be
parents that something they want on
the nursery can’t be used because it is a
safety hazard. Furthermore, it is safe to
speculate that Naomi’s biggest challenge
is to design incredible spaces with all
these conditioning situations.

give their own opinions and ideas during
design meetings, even though she can’t
entirely take their word. The designer
is incredibly meticulous while planning
her work. To have an organized plan for
her projects is of extreme importance as
Naomi works on several at the same time.

most of her clients are from L.A. The
city really appreciates design, in Naomi’s
opinion, and there’s a whole bouquet of
resources available which makes her work
easier. Furthermore, her clients are well
open-minded which allows her to pursue
her vision and wishes for the spaces.

Naomi believes that what sets her and
Little Crown Interiors apart from other

The project Naomi enjoyed the most to
work on was one of her earliest ones.
The client’s house in Orange County,
California was entirely white, but the
idea for the nursery was the complete
opposite. The client’s wishes for the
nursery was to be an incredible burst of
colour. Hot Pink and Silver wallpaper
set the joyful mood to the room,
providing the child a fun and stimulating
environment for the kid to grow up.

KIDS SPACES IT IS

Partnerships with other firms aren’t
strange grounds for Naomi. If a practice is
working on a major project that includes
a kids’ space, she consults with them as it
involves a very different skillset to design
it, such as safety measures and the best
furniture brands. While working with
an architect during the building phase,
Naomi can look upon the plans and catch
safety hazards that unexperienced eyes in
the game would normally miss.

Naomi stated that working on kids spaces
it is challenging but fun nevertheless. To
work alongside the children is something
she loves, especially when the children

“WORKING ON
CHALLENGING BUT FUN
NEVERTHELESS.”
practices is that there really aren’t many
designers who focus on kids’ spaces. She
stated that she merely knows a handful
in the entire country. Moreover, her
experience in the field, having done over
200 children’s spaces, puts her on a level
that very few worldwide can reach. To
work in Los Angeles is incredibly fun for
the designer. Even though Naomi is based
in Orange County, a more suburban area,

32

To finish up, Naomi stated that her
dream project would be to work on
her own house. Poetically tragic, the
designer spends so much time designing
all day on other people’s projects that
when it comes to her own, she can’t find
the time to do much. To give her house
a refresh is something she’d love to do.
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US A

LIZETTE MARIE
“From provocative to playful, colourful to serenely neutral, Lizette’s designs are
expertly crafted as she plays up the use of scale, texture and pattern.”

Born in San Francisco, Lizette Marie is a young and passionate
interior designer that founded Lizette Marie Interior Design.
LMID is an award-winning and high-end residential design
firm that strives to give each space they create its own
signature focal point.
Lizette’s goal is to create custom spaces for her client’s best
self. She is known for her use of color and geometrics in
large-scale projects. From provocative to playful, colorful to
serenely neutral, her designs are expertly crafted as she plays
up the use of scale, texture and pattern.
LMID’s high-end residential work can be found across San
Francisco, San Mateo, Saratoga, Willow Glen, Los Gatos, and
as far as Jakarta. You can see their hospitality work at Barry’s
Castro and Lynmar Estate Winery. Featured publications
in San Francisco Chronicle’s Stylemakers, Silicon Valley
Magazine, Gentry Magazine. When not designing homes,
Lizette is designing her new fine fragrance line of candles,
Gilded Decay by LIZETTE MARIE.

Credits by Lizette Marie
Website - https://www.lizettemarie.com/
Address - 360 Langton St #300, San Francisco, CA 94103, United States of America
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CH I N A

MY ARKA DESIGN
“What Michele loves about his work is the research part. Every new project
provides a new perspective, new information on how to do the job and it
never becomes dull.”

Arka Design is an incredible architectural practice with offices
in Venice and Beijing. They create the most amazing spaces,
from residential to commercial projects, but their educational
ones set the bar way up for other designers. We had the unique
opportunity to interview Michele Lanari, CEO and principal
architect of ArkA, who shed some light on the main challenges
of designing kids’ spaces.
What Michele loves about his work is the research part. Every
new project provides a new perspective, new information on
how to do the job and it never becomes dull. If it is educational
projects, such as nurseries and schools, the meetings with the
board of directors and teachers provide the designer with
new ideas and approaches. Michele believes that, unlike
school, there is no right or wrong answers. There is solely an
appropriate answer to a project. A ‘’wrong’’ answer can be
the right answer to a whole different project and vice versa.
For Michele, it is a bit like detective work: you investigate
the problem to solve the mystery of the right solution to the
project in hands.
While designing his incredible projects, Michele bears in mind
the ultimate client: the kids. Their needs, wishes and how and
why they’ll use the space. One important aspect to always
consider is the age gap. The age range between all the kids
is a problematic that needs full attentions thus a toddler
and a pre-teen don’t have the same needs and perspectives.
Furthermore, behind every school, there’s a company who’ll
invest a lot of time and money in the project and whose
opinion must be heard. Overall, the space needs to be adapted
to kids while always considering the scale of the project and
the approach to kids, as for Michele their job lies upon the
premise of pushing and encouraging the kids to learn.
For Michele, it is easier to do such when the children are older
and have a bigger sense of responsibility, something that doesn’t
happen when they’re younger. Toddlers are more instinctive
and the way to encourage learning upon them is incredibly
different from the older kids. For younger kids, Michele uses

Credits by My Arka Design
Website - https://myarkadesign.com/info
Address - WE³, Universal Creative Park, C7 West gate, 4th floor Jiu Xian Qiao Road No.9,
Chaoyang District, Beijing, China
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space to attract them, as for the older
ones, the usage of a more structured
layout and the classic and the fulfilment
of the classic learning needs. Even
though elementary schools are globally
accepted as serious places of learning,
Michele and, of course, the whole ArkA
team tries to balance it out the same way
they do kindergartens. Simple spaces
with excitement bursts. Michele regards
children as mini-humans with their own
set of needs. It’s not just the childish,
fun side of childhood that lies upon the
core values of an ArkA signature project.
Kids’ imagination plays an important
role in ArkA’s designs. The practice’s
projects draw the line between the
physical and the metaphysical, allowing
kids to build their own story.

with adults. It is important, for the
designer to properly direct the design to
address the kids’ needs and issues. One
has to set its designer personality aside
while working on educational projects,
thus the goal is to create the most
effective learning environment where
all the students can flourish.

Michele’s ultimate source of inspiration
is the project’s end-users: the children.
To observe the kids, meet the parents,
teachers and directors allows him
and the team to draw the inspiration
required for the projects. To read about
great educational philosophers such as
Montessori, Reggio Emilia and others is
a great way to study the learning needs
of kids. But for Michele, the best way
really is to learn from parents, teachers
and directors, as their vast experience
dealing with kids gives him the needed
perspective for each and every project.

DESIGNER, WHAT MAKES

the next 10-20 years. Thus, in his
opinion, the inside’s have to be flexible,
form everything from fixed furniture to
doors, never taking in consideration any
current trends. As such, the group rather
design and develop their own designs.

In the words of Michele Lanari, the
complexity in how great children
can create and learn is commonly
overlooked,
which
immediately
distinguishes kids’ oriented projects
to adult ones. Even though it is more
challenging working with kids, Michele
believes it is more objective than to work

For Michele, it is quite obvious that kids’
design universe shouldn’t ride trends.
But for the designer, the human being
has a lot of difficulties to look around
trends. For him, one should be able to
step back from one’s own judgment and
to just be as open as one can be. One as
to accept the fact that an educational

Michele believes that when you’re
designing an educational building, you’re
designing it for the future rather than
the present. In his opinion, once the
building is completed, you’re teaching
society, and it will be used for at least

“FOR THE
EXPERIENCED
A PROJECT UNIQUE IS A
RATHER SENTIMENTAL
ANSWER: THE KIDS.”
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project is a project aimed at the future
and that it is incredibly different from a
residential or commercial project.
The clients that usually seek ArkA’s
expertise are rather experienced ones,
which makes Michele rather satisfied. They
know what they do, what they want and
how they want. Usually speaking, the
process is very collaborative. If Michele
had to describe their typical client, it
would be a rather experienced one,
very detail-focused and whom which
has its own unique way of running the
business. This brings diversity to ArkA’s
rich and festive table, thus something
that can be a stupid little detail for a
client could be something of a huge
importance to another.
For the experienced designer, what makes
a project unique is a rather sentimental
answer: the kids. For him, when they
design a school, the project won’t
be complete without the children.
They will complete it with their own
creations, drawing, chair-moving and
running around. What could be designed
as a resting area can soon turn out as a
play area, as you never really know how
the kids will use it. And that’s what
makes a project unique.
For anyone who has a kid’s related
project at hand, Michele advices to study
and read as much as you can and to have
a conversation with people who are
experts in the field. One should always
ask, talk and, most importantly, think.
And Above everything else, never forget
the end-user of the space, kids.
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TH AI LAN D

NITAPROW
“Their works range from newly constructed buildings to interior and exterior
renovation, exhibition, custom furniture, and master planning.”

Established in Bangkok by Nita Yuvaboon and Prow Puttorngul,
Nita Prow is an architecture and interior design company.
This amazing company counts with more than 10 years of
experience in architecture. Their works range from newly
constructed buildings to interior and exterior renovation,
exhibition, custom furniture, and master planning.
It’s through much inspiring research and numerous collaborations
with creative thinkers, entrepreneurs, engineers, designers and
visual artists that they develop their design from conceptually
engaging ideas with social-historical and environmental
awareness imposing a ‘simple’ architecture with a bold and
balanced approach, bringing out its most fruitful personality.
Nita and Prow received a Bachelor of Architecture from the
Graduate School of Architecture, Planning, and Preservation at
Columbia University.

Credits by Nitaprow
Website - https://www.nitaprow.com/
Address - Not Provided
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US A

PINEAPPLE HOUSE
INTERIOR DESIGN
“For over 35 years, Pineapple House has set the industry standards for innovative
design, customer service, and project management. They are a full-service firm
that will see your project through from the beginning to the very end, handling
every little detail along the way.”

Pineapple House is an interior design firm based in Atlanta,
Georgia. The studio has collected many accolades throughout
the years due to its unique style and design features. Clean,
bohemian and contemporary is how we would describe the
studio’s amazing work is the perfect definition of the studio’s
amazing work.
Pineapple House Studio has worked on many children’s spaces
throughout the years, creating some truly inspiring spaces.
Their projects range from decorating to renovations to
new construction in worldwide locations. You can expect
a full-service when working with Pineapple House, because
one of their biggest concerns is seeing every project from
the beginning to the very end, handling every little detail
along the way.
Pineapple House brilliant interiors have collected not only the
attention of media outlets but also a fair share of important
accolades, such as ASID’s Design Excellence Awards amongst
others. This Atlanta-based practice primes with its design
projects, where imagination walks hand-in-hand with lifestyle
and usefulness.

Credits by Pineapple House Interior Design
Website - https://pineapplehouse.com/
Address - 3595 McCall Pl, 30340 Atlanta, United States of America
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UKR AI N E

PROSTRANSTVO
“In their work, they often do not ride on any particular style, trend or direction.
Each project is a harmonious combination of different textures and elements, as
well as a miasma of parts from several different styles.”

Design Studio Prostranstvo was founded in 2014 by a small
yet notable team of like-minded people. More than just
designing, the studio crafts interiors on which they just don’t
go after aesthetics. It’s about creating unique projects the
clients desire with constantly bearing in mind their needs.
You can find Prostranstvo Design Studio’s projects in Kyiv
and all around the Kyiv region. They provide interior design
services for apartments, cottages and public spaces. They
do everything from project and building supervision, to
complete services where they hand-deliver turnkey, ready to
be used projects.
Prostranstvo Design Studio doesn’t follow any specific style,
trend or direction. For them, each project is a harmonious
combination of different textures and elements, as well as
a miasma of parts from several different styles. For each
project, they focus on their own experiments, experience and
clients’ wishes.

Credits by Prostantvo
Website - https://prostranstvo-ds.com/ua/
Address - 9/1 Lobanovsky Ave, Kiev, Ukraine
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CYPRUS

ROOMZLY
“Regardless if it is an entire home or merely a kids bedroom, Roomzly works on
getting you involved in the entire design process. When it comes to kids spaces,
the studio doesn’t hold back in any solutions that go beyond the threshold of
conventional solutions, which allows children to have their own kingdom where
imagination runs freely and untamed.”

Roomzly is an interior design studio that provides beautiful
living spaces due to its combination of style, luxury, and functionality. Every single interior is custom-made, shaped around
one’s personality and lifestyle.
From design inspiration to 3d rendering services, Roomzly
has a vast portfolio of services you can hire without having
any doubts about the outcome. The studio not only works in
residential projects but also takes on big retail and hospitality
services. This studio primes with its service and the kids’
spaces they create are just a consequence of their expertise.
Regardless if it is an entire home or merely a kids’ bedroom,
the studio works on getting you involved in the entire design
process. When it comes to kids’ spaces, the studio doesn’t
hold back in any solutions that go beyond the threshold of
conventional solutions, which allows children to have their
own kingdom where imagination runs freely and untamed.
Besides working on their own projects, Roomzly also
provides consultancy services and lays a helping hand on
projects other firms.

Credits by Roomzly
Website - https://roomzly.com/
Address - Olympic Residence, 28 October Ave 353, 3107 Limassol, Cyprus
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CAN ADA

WINTER DAISY
“The interiors created by Melissa Barling are custom-made to each and
every client, always reflecting on their unique personality.”

Winter Daisy is an interior Design Studio Based in Vancouver,
Canada, led by the talented stylist Melissa Barling. The spaces
of this powerful studio that are created for the little ones
are incredibly fresh with a spike of modernity and a muchappealed serenity. The end result invites kids to dream, pursue
their fantasies and grow with them.
The interiors created by Melissa are custom-made to each and
every client, always reflecting on their unique personality.
The services provided by Winter Daisy are of a global scale,
reaching clients in every nook and corner of the world.
Melissa is a proud mommy of 3 little ones, which even includes
a pair of twins, making her expertise in the service tested
and approved by the most vicious clients: her family. Her
spaces have been published several times in various different
media outlets, such as Style Me Pretty Living, Studio McGee,
Apartment Therapy, Project Nursery, the Decoist and Mom’s
Best among others.

Credits by Winter Daisy
Website - http://www.winterdaisy.com/
Address - Not Provided
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CH I N A

WUTOPIA LAB
“While facing each project, Wutopia Lab’s practices are promoted to show
different innovative strategies, thinking modes and forms.”

Founded by the chief architect Yu-Thing in Shanghai, Wutopia
Lab is an architecture company based on a new paradigm of
a complex system. This amazing design company regards
Shanghai’s culture and lifestyle by using architecture as a tool
to promote sociological progress within building practice.
Wutopia Lab’s main focus is to link different aspects of urban
life such as traditional, daily and cultural to interpret Urbanian
lifestyle and to develop a contemporary Chinese aesthetic
based on Shanghai.
Wutopia Lab aims to create miracles in daily life based on
glocalization. With every new project, Wutopia Lab’s practices
are promoted to show different innovative strategies, thinking
modes and forms. It’s due to their futuristic approach that
they are allowed to create interiors that seem straight out of
the dreamiest fairytale.

Credits by Wutopia Lab
Website - http://www.wutopialab.com/
Address - 9/1 Lobanovsky Ave, Kiev, China
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CH I N A

X + LIVING
“Since its establishment, Weixiang International has taken “design to create value”
as its core philosophy and insisted on achieving the highest quality of design works
from conception to final construction.”

The talented Chinese Architect Li Xiang founded in 2011 the
Weixiang International, an international architectural design
company that upholds the perfect fusion of artistic aesthetics
and practical functions.
Weixiang International’s goal is to take design to another
level and to achieve the highest quality of design works
from conception to final construction. They provide a lot of
amazing projects with various industry-related branches such
as parent-child, hotel, office, retail, culture, and commerce.
Under the management and founding of the founder Li Xiang,
Weixiang International Team has built into a top design team
led by senior designers with rich experience in digital projects.
It is due to a high level of professionalism and complete service
of awareness that customers can create a stunning business
space with a surreal experience and therefore create an
unexpected brand value.

Credits by X + Living
Website - http://www.xl-muse.com/
Address - Shanghai Headquarters 12A, No.68 Hongcao Road, Jinhe Center Xuhui District,
Shanghai, China
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A LL THE CONTACTS ON THIS BOOK
3Moms
Website - https://3moms.com.tr/
Address - Resitpasa Mah. Emirgan Sok. No:12, Sariyer/
Istanbul

Nitaprow
Website - https://www.nitaprow.com/
Little Crown Interiors
Website - https://littlecrowninteriors.com/

AB+ Partners
Website - https://abandpartners.net/
Address - Alexandru Bernardazzi, 97, Chisinau, Moldova

My Arka Design
Website - https://myarkadesign.com/info
Address - WE³, Universal Creative Park, C7 West gate, 4th floor
Jiu Xian Qiao Road No.9, Chaoyang District, Beijing, China

Angelika Prudnikova
Website - https://angelika-prudnikova.design/
Address - St.Nikolskaya, 10, Moscow

Lizette Marie
Website - https://www.lizettemarie.com/
Address - 360 Langton St #300, San Francisco, CA 94103,
United States of America

Anna Donskova Design Studio
Address - BC “Krasnogorsk Plaza”, Ilyinskoye Shosse,
Building 1A, 9th Floor, Office No. 17, Moscow, Russia

Liberty Interiors
Website - http://libertyinteriors.com.au/

Archbutik
Website - http://archbutik.ru/
Address - St. 1905, 10A, s1, Moscow, Russia

Kids Design Labo
Website - https://kidsdesignlabo.com/
Address - 2343 Iiyama, Atsugi city, Kanagawa, Japan

Wutopia Lab
Website - http://www.wutopialab.com/
Address - Jingan District, Shanghai, China

Homecult
Website - https://homecult.com.ua/
Address - Dzhona Makkeina St, 7, 02000 Kyiv, Ukraine

Winter Daisy
Website - http://www.winterdaisy.com/

Golluci Architects
Website - http://www.golucci.com/
Address - Kunsha Center, 16 Xinyuanli, Chaoyang
Beijing, China

Roomzly
Website - https://roomzly.com/
Address - Olympic Residence, 28 October Ave 353, 3107
Limassol, Cyprus

X + Living
Website - Website - http://www.xl-muse.com/
Address - Shanghai Headquarters 12A, No.68 Hongcao
Road, Jinhe Center Xuhui District, Shanghai, China

Pineapple House Interior Design
Website - https://pineapplehouse.com/
Address - 3595 McCall Pl, 30340 Atlanta, United States
of America
Prostranstvo
Website -  https://prostranstvo-ds.com/ua/
Morada - 9/1 Lobanovsky Ave, Kiev, Ukraine
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CIRCU MAGICAL FURNITURE
WWW.CIRCU.NEWT | INFO@CIRCU.NET
PHONE: +35158914 929 073

